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Abstract: NASA is undertaking the developmentof the Small Aircraft Transportation System (SATS).SATS could 

play a major role in decreasing the doorstop to destination times for travel and shipping. It is conceived to meet 

four major objectives: higher volume at non-towered/non-radar airports, lower landing minimums at minimally 

equipped landing facilities, increased single crew safety and mission reliability, and integrated procedures and 

systems for integrated fleet operations.  SATS is to be prototyped in the 2005 timeframe.A key enabling 

technology for such a system is the development of an Airborne Internet to provide aircraft to the ground, 

ground to ground and aircraft to aircraft communications in support of air traffic management, fleet operations, 

and passenger support services.  A critical first step in attaining the desirable capabilities of an airborne 

Internet is a well-conceived architecture. The architecture must be robust enough to enable the concept of 

operations envisioned for the 2025 timeframe yet flexible enough to support prototypes using technology and 

systems available in the 2005 timeframe.  
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I. Introduction 

The hub and spoke gadget which include a handful of principal schedule carriers servicing most 

effective the largest of the USA’S airports is at or close to saturation.   Tour delays are costing the United States 

financial system loads of thousands and thousands of greenbacks in misplaced time and revenue.  To address 

this trouble, NASA has conceived of the Small plane Transportation device (SATS).  This system is expected to 

use a combination of technology in an try and create a hard and fast of small (4 – 10 passenger) aircraft and 

related systems capable of presenting green, not pricey air travel to the state’s smaller, below-utilized 

airportssupporting this new transportation concept is an Airborne internet (AI). 

―A consumer-server-based totally architecture will provide statistics offerings on an ―Airborne internet‖ to 

support collaborative air site visitors control aircraft and landing centers may be interconnected nodes in a high-

velocity digital communications network offering instantaneous identification and data offerings on demand 

with seamless linking to the global transportation gadget.‖ - Bruce Holmes, SATS application supervisor, 

NASA. 

To facilitate dialogue and evaluation of the SATS requirements, it's miles beneficial to outline three epochs of 

time:  

 Epoch 1: (Now – 2005) is described by way of the want to have technologies available for inclusion inside 

the SATS idea demonstration scheduled for 2005.  Candidate technology include the ones to be had 

nowadays, e.g. VDL Mode 2/3, ads-B, and ATN; technology that becomes available in the course of that 

term, e.g., LAAS, WAAS, and NEXCOM; and technology that can be available or becomes available 

however aren't generally considered for aviation, e.g., IRIDIUM.    

 Epoch 2: (2006 – 2025) is defined by acceptable technology, which could become to be had all through this 

epoch if the improvement, procurement and provisioning is started inside Epoch 1.  Thesetechnologies 

could be required to completely expand the SATS concept. 

 Epoch 3: (2025 – destiny) is described by way of those technologies on the way to be required beyond 2025 

to support the realization of the overall SATS concept. this is the hypothetical ―mature-nation‖ architecture 

of an Airborne net that could support the full variety of SATS communication, Navigation, Surveillance, 

and climate packages. However, earlier than expensive deployment projects can get underway, trouble 

identification and necessities evaluation are important to avoid bad architectural stage designs which might 

be difficult and luxurious to put in force. 

 

II. SATS: CONCEPTS, OBJECTIVES, PROGRAM 
NASA is taking management in growing technology for a Small aircraft Transportation device (SATS) 

that could play a primary function in assisting to relieve large airport congestion and offer dependable, handy, 

safe environmentally well matched air transportation carrier to rural and outlining groups, in addition to 

revolutionizing the national transportation gadget.  The superior fashionable Aviation shipping Experiments 

http://www.iosrjen.org/
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(AGATE) and trendy Aviation Propulsion (gap) packages have taken a quantum step in this manner via the 

improvement of low priced, smooth to apply, environmentally pleasant plane and propulsion structures.  This 

investment is already benefiting the flying public through lots greater low priced, informative and readable 

avionics systems and will quickly purpose a revolution in small aircraft with the creation of an entire new class 

of aircraft; safe, secure, low priced small jet plane.  

To convey the SATS vision to its full capacity of a personal transportation alternative, but, will require 

predominant generation improvements to the country wide Airspace system (NAS), and another order of value 

advancement in affordability, overall performance and surroundings effect for plane systems. The SATS 

imaginative and prescient encompasses inter-modal connectivity between the private and non-private sectors in 

addition to the air and ground modes of journey.  In idea, the SATS integrates the NAS with the interstate dual 

carriageway machine, intra-metropolis rail transit systems, and hub-and-spoke airports.To this cease, NASA 

Glenn research center, via its partnership with NASA Langley research center, is pursuing a key allowing 

technology vicinity: Airborne internet. 

The Airborne internet (AI) will leverage open requirements and protocols for a purchaser-server 

network machine architecture that are in improvement within the telecommunications enterprise for multiplied 

bandwidth for mobile applications.  SATS studies will leverage the traits in NASA and FAA Airspace gadget 

potential (ASC) research on dispensed Air floor (DAG) collaborative selection-making.  SATS research will 

cognizance on defining the purposeful allocations among clients and servers for all navigation, communications, 

and surveillance facts essential for aircraft operations together with sequencing, separation, and war resolution. 

Endured increase in air journey throughout all segments of aviation inside the NAS is setting intense 

demands of the already restricted gadget and the underlying communiqué, Navigation, and Surveillance (CNS) 

infrastructure modern-day NAS operations are in the main performed thru analog voice communications, radar 

surveillance, and ground-based totally navigation aides.  Even though some of efforts are underway to 

modernize the NAS, the majority of those efforts are focused on the economic air shipping segment operating 

under the conventional hub-and-spoke model. To meet the forecasted want, consolidation and integration of 

communiqué, navigation, and surveillance structures and services will were initiated via a consumer-server net-

like version.  a demonstration of included services via satellite TV for pc-terrestrial hybrid communications 

structure will benchmark the capability, efficiency, and protection of a virtual airspace infrastructure.  This 

infrastructure improvement might be the maturing of the Airborne Internet to permit the entire SATS vision. 

 

III. Architecture Development Methodology 

 
Figure 1:  Relational Structure 

 

An structure defines the structural and collaborative relationships of gadget components.  Frequently 

described the usage of perspectives (e.g., functional, element, implementation, temporal, person), the 

architecture offers facts to manual device and software program builders in the course of initial improvement 

and inevitable gadget improvement activities.  Further to defining the useful and physical relationships between 

system components, an architecture often affords layout steerage in a try and achieve different proper goals 

which include efficient useful resource usage, incremental development, verifiability, use of COTS 

merchandise, ease of preservation, and system extensibility. Growing a SATS Airborne internet architecture 

consists of the following steps: 

1) Recognize the SATS operational principles 

2) Define machine degree requirements 

3) Check out and evaluate the outside surroundings 
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4) Discover traits and troubles that ought to be addressed 

5) Apply present day machine layout techniques, i.e., design styles to become aware of key layout factors 

6) Document the end result and submit for overview 

 

Understand the SATS operational concepts – ever body tends to narrate to SATS in a unique way.  It’s far 

more a brand new manner of thinking about air transportation than a technical concept that beckons to be 

explored.  This results in a selection of definitions of what SATS is – or must be.  To bind the AI architecture 

trouble, we evolved a set of machine operation assumptions.  A sampling of those key assumptions are indexed 

below:                                                                                                                                                                         

a. Pilot – till such time as particularly automated systems may be absolutely examined and authorized, SATS 

plane will have at the least one qualified, device rated pilot on board.  Due to the level of automation on 

board, the SATS gadget will permit this pilot to be a lot extra talented and capable of fly in nearly all 

climate conditions into a massive wide variety of minimally ready airports.  

b. Airspace – SATS aircraft will percentage airspace with non-SATS plane.  This implies a minimal degree of 

machine compatibility and equipage in each SATS and non-SATS plane.  SATS plane en direction will 

perform in class an airspace, SATS plane landing at small/medium sized airports will function in 

magnificence C, D, or E airspace.  

c. Avionics – in addition to the minimum set of avionics required of ordinary IFR plane, SATS plane may 

have on board additional avionics device to allow the pilot to operate in near all-weather conditions.   If 

SATS is to be prototyped in 2005 and operational in 2025, this gadget will need to be like minded with 

structures utilized by business and preferred aviation airports to not require high-priced new ground help 

systems not presently planned through the FAA.  

d. Flight policies – to satisfy its objectives, SATS plane will need so that you can get right of entry to small 

and medium sized airports.  These equal airports presently help VFR traffic similarly to IFR site visitors. 

Flight rules will should be changed to support a combination of IFR, VFR and SATS site visitors. 

 

Define system level requirements –Unique, verifiable requirements for a SATS communications machine have 

to be advanced.  The communications machine is precise in that it's miles each an quit gadget and an permitting 

infrastructure.  As a quit device it need to offer pilot-controller, pilot-pilot, and pilot-flight operations 

communications.  As an allowing infrastructure it have to support applications associated with navigation, 

surveillance, and other capabilities.   Requirements need to be developed within the conventional regions of 

conversation, navigation, and surveillance, including each avionics and ground infrastructure, constant with the 

infrastructure defined inside the assignment underneath.  System stage requirements additionally want to be 

advanced for onboard flight control and sensor/actuator systems capable of presenting the extent of aid essential 

to reap the SATS aim of crew overall performance with a unmarried team member.  Different requirements will 

include assist for passenger help systems 

 

 
Figure3:Radar, Multi-station and Communication Stat 

 

Investigate and evaluate the external environment – SATS, even though a progressive transportation concept 

will need to paintings inside the national Airspace gadget (NAS).  That is authentic each all through SATS 

prototyping in 2005 and at some point of complete-scale development, in 2025.  The NAS itself is evolving 

necessitating growing an expertise of the competencies of NAS over the years.  This will be very complex 

because the NAS is issue to many forces which can be political, not technical, and as such is difficult to predict.  

For example, there are currently three competing communication technology to offer plane-aircraft role 

reporting. Honestly, there is agreement that position reporting is suitable, but which technological technique will 

survive is like looking to choose between VHS and Betamax before the market has spoken. 
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Identify trends and issues that must be addressed –To achieve success, SATS must feature within the context 

of era evolution and structures development.  We gift a précis of some of the traits and issues inside the 

subsequent segment of this paper. 

 

Apply modern system design techniques –SATS offers a really perfect possibility to use object-oriented 

design strategies for the collection, evaluation and documentation of system structure.    

Factors of the resulting design include: 

 design styles to identify key additives of the design 

 layers of abstraction to minimize coupling of user level functionality to implementation info 

 exploitation of natural cohesiveness, common software functional patterns 

 communications protocols among foremost useful objects 

 

Document the result and submit for review –Peer assessment is a crucial step inside the improvement of 

architecture for a gadget as complex and safety crucial as a brand new aircraft transportation device. 

 

IV. ROADMAP FOR FUTURE ACTIVITIES 
We intend to maintain making use of the method defined above to broaden airborne internet options, 

examine the blessings and downsides of each alternative and arrive at a recommendation.  Then, operating with 

other SATS agencies we can refine the structure and file it for use by device developers.  Key elements of the 

architecture will be prototyped and evaluated to higher recognize their applicability to SATS.  Estimates of 

performance and cost could be made.  A separate safety assessment could be produced. 

 

Papers on Airborne Internet: 

a. The first and original writing about the idea which became known as Airborne Internet: White Paper on 

Airborne Internet. 

b. Second writing:  "Network In The Sky" 

c. Third writing: "Societal Trends Make NOW the Right Time to Create the Network In The Sky‖ 

d. Fourth Writing: "CREATING THE NETWORK IN THE SKY" 

 

In July of 1999, NASA Langley research center held a making plans conference for the Small aircraft 

Transportation machine (SATS). (SATS is a brand new transportation idea being proposed via NASA wherein 

small plane (nominally 6 seats) might be used to fly to/from the 5400 small airports not presently being applied 

for reliable transportation through the general public.)Authorities and enterprise participants divided into 

businesses of personal know-how and interest. One institution became the communication, Navigation and 

Surveillance (CNS) institution. At some point of this session, it become envisioned that in order for the SATS 

concept to be implemented, a giant broadband radio frequency (RF) connection would be required to the plane. 

This RF connection would want to be maintained over all phases of flight. It might carry all communications, 

navigation and surveillance records over a single, wide bandwidth channel, (The contemporary method is that 

everyone communications, navigation and surveillance features are furnished one by one over person radios and 

frequencies.) The SATS CNS imaginative and prescient was to integrate these functions right into an unmarried 

RF machine. for the duration of this discussion, an analogy changed into made among aircraft and far flung 

laptop connections to networks, wherein broadband technology have been prominently developing in wide 

variety. With a lot records envisioned being sent to the SATS aircraft, and a broadband answer seeming to be 

necessary, why couldn’t the plane be considered in a similar style to every other network tool? Out of the 

dialogue got here the term ―NAS net‖ which changed into brief for countrywide Airspace system community. 

while the plenary session of the SATS planning conference turned into briefed on the outcomes of the CNS 

organization, the idea changed into described with an less difficult to apprehend time period: ―Airborne 

internet‖. A key to enforcing SATS is a robust and extraordinarily reliable computerized communications 

system. The device need to be able to passing big quantities of facts among plane and floor systems in addition 

to between neighboring plane in a dependable way. NASA and the FAA were pursuing a key allowing era area: 

Airborne net. 

 

The NAS: 

In the United State of America, the country wide Airspace device (NAS) is constructed from the air site 

visitors manage (ATC) machine and all of the factors that it utilizes to ensure safety of flight for almost 6,500 

plane simultaneously. The NAS operates continuously and reliably. Portions of it have had outages, but in no 

way the entire system. That’s because the NAS is a ―gadget of systems‖ in a comparable way that the net is a 

―community of networks.‖ 

http://www.airborneinternet.com/AI1.htm
http://www.airborneinternet.com/AI1.htm
http://www.airborneinternet.com/AI1.htm
http://www.airborneinternet.com/Docs/NetworkInTheSky.pdf
http://www.airborneinternet.com/Docs/AirborneInternetTrends.pdf
http://acb100.tc.faa.gov/docs/R&D_review/rdreview_winter_0405.pdf
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The NAS consists of extra than 18,300 airports, 21 air path visitors control centers (ARTCC), 197 

terminal radar method manipulate (TRACON) facilities, and over 460 airport traffic manage towers (ATCT) and 

75 flight carrier stations, and about 4,500 air navigation centers. Several thousand portions of maintainable 

system inclusive of radar, communications switches, floor-primarily based navigation aids, laptop presentations, 

and radios are utilized in NAS operations. NAS components represent billions of bucks in investments via the 

government. An additionally, the aviation enterprise has invested extensively in ground facilities and avionics 

structures designed to use the NAS. The NAS relies at the FAA's 48,000 personnel to provide air site visitors 

control, flight service, security, area renovation, certification, machine acquisition, and different critical 

services. At the consumer aspect, there are extra than 616,000 lively pilots working over 280,000 business, 

nearby, standard aviation, and navy plane. 

 

Keeping Track: 

The NAS consists of complex laptop structures and information bases that comprise plane flight data 

previous to and at some stage in flight. aircraft flight is tracked by means of the ATC system after it assigns a 

unique four-digit code to each plane so as to be using ATC services (including site visitors separation).The NAS 

relies upon on its ground radar structures, called ―surveillance‖ radars, to tune aircraft. The floor device 

transmits on one frequency (1030 Mhz) from a rotating antenna. The antenna rotates about as soon as every 5 

seconds for quick-variety (terminal) structures. 

             Aircraft are geared up with a combination receiver/transmitter (transponder) that receives on 1030 Mhz 

but replies on 1090Mhz. The four-digit code (assigned through ATC) is manually entered into the transponder 

by using the pilot, much like the tuning of a radio station in a vehicle. Whilst the aircraft’s transponder gets an 

―interrogation‖ from the ground radar, it ―responds‖. The transponder is normally connected to the plane’s 

altimeter, and the replies encompass each the altitude and the 4-digit transponder code assigned to the plane by 

ATC. (Simply, the replies exchange with altitude and 4-digit transponder code). This statistics is ―enhanced‖ an 

supplied on the ATC controller’s show as aircraft position, id, altitude and pace. Whilst the floor radar receives 

the aircraft’s reply, it strategies the records and mathematically determines the space (range) and perspective 

(azimuth) from the radar. That statistics is tagged to the transponder code and is passed along to the ATC 

computer systems that force the presentations used by the air traffic controllers. 

 

 Radar Modernization: 

The surveillance radar device inside the NAS is undergoing modernization to feature digital capability. 

The basic foundation of the surveillance era remains analog, dating back to a time previous to the appearance of 

satellite primarily based navigation structures, consisting of worldwide Positioning system (GPS). Regardless of 

the modernization of the surveillance radar system, aircraft will retain to rely upon using its (old era) 

transponder. A structures engineering evaluation of this modernization effort might cause the belief that it is lots 

of effort to modernize a very antique and primary technology. Its actual that the current system does paintings 

competently, however as an increasing number of plane are flying in an increasing number of congested 

airspace, one should don't forget whether or not any other method ought to be taken into consideration. from 

time to time overhauling vintage systems do no longer yield destiny outcomes which might be first-class. 

 

A more in depth look at the AI solution 
 Airborne Internet is a Basic Capability 

The time period ―airborne net‖ (AI) conjures up mind of aircraft pilots surfing the internet checking 

their inventory portfolios. The idea, but, is extra precise and isn't meant for such recreational uses of the net.  

instead, the AI idea embodies simple network idea and application. It simply applies them to a cell, non-

stationary network consumer: the plane. Similarly, the concept will be carried out to any transportation device 

that has a similar floor infrastructure and tracking requirement. 

The Airborne net architecture will leverage open requirements and protocols for a purchaser-server 

community machine architecture which might be being evolved by way of the telecommunications enterprise 

for improved bandwidth for mobile applications. An indication of incorporated offerings using a satellite tv for 

pc-terrestrial hybrid communications architecture will benchmark the capability, efficiency, and protection of a 

digital airspace infrastructure. This infrastructure development can be the maturing of the airborne internet to 

allow the overall SATS imaginative and prescient. Figure beneath depicts the Airborne net conceptual 

operation.  
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Figure 1: SATS Airborne Internet Conceptual Operation 

 

The ―VDL Mode SATS‖ radios are VHF facts link radios that use a time sharing scheme (STDMA) 

that is primarily based on a self-organizing approach. All radios use the identical frequency. By self-organizing, 

each user evaluates the community visitors and assigns itself to be had time slots. This radio device additionally 

makes use of an algorithm to address the situation wherein all the time slots are almost used up. It affords a way 

for two customers to percentage the identical time slot. Inside the airborne internet structure, each plane is a part 

of the peer-to-peer network. There's no requirement for a significant ―server‖. This approach is the same as 

computers networked collectively on a neighborhood place network (LAN) in which each is using the identical 

protocols and configured to talk with each different. In peer-to-peer situations, there is no need to ―log in‖ to a 

centralized server. Within the centralized server technique, users ought to log in and be authenticated earlier 

than they are able to use community resources. In a peer-to-peer network, all assets are available to each 

consumer of the community (based totally on the permissions assigned to the consumer and the resource). as an 

example, a normally used peer-to-peer technique is used with ―instantaneous Messaging‖ applications in which 

two users can open a text session between them. Different capability may be brought to that session, which 

include record switch. 

 
Figure5: The Test Bed 

 

 The check bed has confirmed the following skills: 

 Reveal plane-to-plane communications. A broadcast functionality may be accomplished using automated     

based Surveillance – Broadcast (commercials-B) and Trajectory trade factor (TCP). Commercials-B is a 

machine by means of which each plane’s surveillance transponder is used to broadcast to the opposite plane 

in the region its function statistics. Advertisements-B has also been used to provide the identical statistics to 

the floor air site visitors control machine. by means of using commercials-B, a pilot is provided with the 

statistics had to apprehend his own ―situational attention‖ by viewing his own plane in the context of those 
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surrounding him. Ships and boats have had similar ―situational awareness‖ through using shipboard radar 

wherein they could view other vessels (and gadgets) around them. 

 Floor broadcast Surveillance information carrier. Traffic records services – Broadcast (TIS-B) can be used 

for this motive. TIS-B is a machine by which air visitors manipulate data to be had to the air site visitor’s 

controller is also provided to the aircraft. 

 Maneuver and manipulate can be tested the usage of Controller Pilot facts link Communications (CPDLC). 

That is a device in which floor controllers can issue commands to aircraft the usage of textual content 

messaging in preference to VHF voice radio. In go back, the plane can well know on the equal text 

messaging hyperlink. The system is being implemented within the NAS nowadays. The cause of CPDLC is 

to reduce the usage of the already oversubscribed aviation VHF voice radio frequencies. In its only form, 

think about it is a difficult ―on the spot Messaging‖ gadget. 

 Applicability of external net for Flight data offerings – Broadcast (FIS-B) form of offerings, including 

climate broadcast to plane from the ground. E-mail is another essential carrier that may be supplied. FIS-B 

may be used to offer near real time weather statistics to SATS pilots. one of the makes use of for VDL 

Mode SATS is a non-stop broadcast by way of a floor station of local climate situations or enroute climate. 

 Prove the generation of VHF digital link Mode SATS, which makes use of Self-organizing Time division 

more than one get right of entry to (STDMA) as its media get entry to mechanism. VDL Mode SATS 

allows records communiqué without the need of getting a floor station to help the protocol. 

 Peer-to-peer interest among or extra air nodes, and among air and ground nodes. Peer-to-peer 

communication allows real time collaboration between identical entities with the aid of sharing sources and 

data. 

 Interoperability among packages living on extraordinary structures. 

 

"CREATING THE NETWORK IN THE SKY" 

Community for the Sky (NFTS) securely and reliably connects all your airborne property together with 

the rest of your operations, providing you with the communications superiority to execute the project extra 

correctly and efficiently. Delivering as one.It operates over a mix of technology to shape one resilient, high-

velocity worldwide community that helps the most superior packages. It permits all undertaking participants – 

which includes joint and coalition forces – to speak throughout the entire task, giving you enhanced situational 

cognizance for faster, better decision-making and fast reaction via greater synchronized operations .network for 

the Sky is a solution from Airbus. We have unrivaled breath of enjoy in aircraft, airborne communications 

systems and offerings – and bringing it all together into especially secure quit-to-quit answers trusted via navy 

and authorities clients. 

 

 
Figure 6: Network for the Sky (NFTS) 

Benefits 

• NFTS offers communications superiority as the inspiration for expanded task performance and 

effectiveness, permitting you to maximise your airborne property. 

• COMMUNICATIONS SUPERIORITY CYBER safety more desirable SITUATIONAL cognizance 

faster, better selection MAKING quicker, SYNCHRONISED reaction elevated undertaking performance AND 

EFFECTIVENESS MAXIMISING AIRBORNE belongings 

 

 

http://acb100.tc.faa.gov/docs/R&D_review/rdreview_winter_0405.pdf
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Solution 

The four key pillars of Network for the Sky. Available as individual, scalable elements to a complete end-to-end 

solution 
 

Airborne Equipment 

 Proteus modem 

 Air Patrol satcom antenna 

 Janus satcom antenna  

 Multi-level Security Node & Communications Manager 
 

Airborne Communications 

 X, Ka, Ku, L-band capacity LTE, UHF/VHF networks 

 Mission office in the sky: secure IP services  

 ISR services 

 Socius ISR data broadcast 

 Satellite extension to L16, UHF, LTE & wideband links 
 

Network Services 

 End-to-end communications services 

 End-to-end guaranteed bandwidth on ground network 

 Network service orchestration 

 Multi-level security 

 Interconnection from Airbus teleports 

 Customer teleport management 
 

Support Services 

 Account management & billing support 

 24/365 helpdesk 

 Aircraft communications integration support 

 Network management requirements & planning 

 Cybersecurity risk assessment 

 Field support 

 Spares & repairs Training 
 

Stratospheric Demo 

Airbus correctly assessments and proved a new technology of lengthy-variety communications from 

the stratosphere. Demonstrating the capacity to deploy personal, advert hoc airborne LTE networks as a 

supplement to satellite tv for pc connectivity and UHF/VHF networks .In Canada, with the support of French 

and Canadian area businesses, Airbus completed exams at altitudes as much as 21km above the Earth’s floor, 

the use of a stratospheric balloon to create a excessive-altitude airborne cellular web site. 

In its payload, the balloon carried an Airbus LTE Air Node, which furnished a 30km-extensive 

footprint of insurance for personal and comfy communications. The ground group, ready with two motors and  

drones, tracked the balloon over 200km, exchanging 4K video among the exceptional property – simulating an 

ISR undertaking with real-time transmission in an isolated vicinity. The facts changed into sent thru a private 

network at speeds from zero. Five to four Mbps, that's akin to 4G/5G cell conversation. 

This statistics changed into sent thru a private community from the balloon to a floor user, at speeds from zero. 

Five to four Mbps, that's corresponding to 4G/5G Communications. 

 

NFTS in action 

This demonstration represents a key milestone of Airbus’ community for the Sky imaginative and 

prescient – the capacity to quick set up comfortable, ad-hoc LTE networks as a complement to satellite tv for pc 

connectivity and UHF/VHF networks. 

The balloon allowed us to check LTE performance at altitudes from the floor to 21 km above the 

earth’s floor – as proof of idea for creating an airborne cellular site on a variety of different aircraft systems such 

as helicopters, tactical and MALE UAV’s, and high Altitude Pseudo satellite tv for pc (HAPS) 

This functionality substantially increases operational flexibility throughout a undertaking. An LTE Air Node lets 

in opportunistic, cozy communications between special plane as they fly inside variety of each different, in 

which operations require everlasting and powerful connectivity. 
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This demonstration proves the innovation adventure in developing chronic, cozy communications 

anywhere needed most. This form of ad-hoc community can be adapted to all customers – from the Special 

Forces community, to catastrophe comfort scenarios. 

As the adventure continues, The Air Node hopes to support HAPS systems to supply especially comfortable, 

LTE insurance for different airborne assets, floor or maritime-based operations for numerous weeks or months 

at a time – combining the endurance of a satellite TV for pc with the ability of a UAV. 

 

Higher performance 

 Better overall performance facts price corresponding to 4G networks with light/cellular equipment. 

 Helping 4K Video Transmission 

Increased resilience and Enhanced Security 

 Expanded Resilience and improved protection complementary to satellite or VHF/UHF networks. 

 Personal LTE community 

Increased range 

 Allows aircraft to turn out to be a relay node between extraordinary airborne assets 

 Allows beyond Line of Sight (BLOS) communications for ground or maritime-based operations. 

Seamless interoperability 

 Among specific aircraft and floor and maritime-based totally operations. 

 Air Node can join protection forces from the sky with none floor infrastructure 

 

V. Conclusion 

If plane utilized IP as community computers do, capabilities within the cockpit could be enabled no 

longer presently being provided. it is able to open up a whole new set of operating abilties, safety and efficiency 

for day after today’s aviation industry.  The functions furnished today that require the usage of more than one 

on-board systems may be reduced to 2 easy systems. 

First, a rigorous and dependable technique to preserve the airplane’s connection to the floor primarily 

based IP network is wanted. This function is feasible the use of a combination of VHF radio (as is used for 

nowadays aircraft communications) and an exchange, backup verbal exchange approach. For aircraft that fly in 

carefully populated regions which are past VHF insurance of the prevailing NAS infrastructure, or for any 

aircraft that would lose VHF coverage (even quickly), a satellite TV for pc conversation machine might be 

employed. Satellite TV for pc verbal exchange is currently being used for trans-oceanic flight nowadays 

wherein aircraft are honestly beyond range of the VHF radio device in the NAS. 

Second, a way of correctly determining an aircraft’s position is needed. Modern-day technology in GPS 

receivers affords function statistics reliably and appropriately. WAAS and LAAS are aviation structures that 

utilize GPS and provide errors correction to permit aircraft the accuracy wanted for navigation and touchdown. 

By way of combining the GPS furnished function statistics of any transferring plane (or other car) with 

dependable cellular community connectivity, the aircraft’s role can be continuously pronounced to the floor 

community for processing. In addition, this information could be intelligently parsed to provide position and 

monitoring facts lower back to plane so its flight crew might be aware of different aircraft motion in its 

proximity. 
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